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Disclaimer
Macquarie University has taken all reasonable measures to ensure the information in this publication is accurate and up-to-date. However, the information may change or become out-dated as a result of change in University policies, procedures or rules. The University reserves the right to make changes to any information in this publication without notice. Users of this publication are advised to check the website version of this publication [or the relevant faculty or department] before acting on any information in this publication.
General Information

Unit convenor and teaching staff
Unit Convener, Lecturer
Ian Joyner
ian.joyner@mq.edu.au

Lecturer
Damian Jurd
damian.jurd@mq.edu.au
By appointment

Credit points
4

Prerequisites
ITEC647

Corequisites

Co-badged status

Unit description
This unit will focus on the design of network systems such as routers, switches, and virtual machines for building and managing large scale communication networks. Students will learn the applied theoretical and technological principles in network systems design such as packet processing and classification, lookup algorithms, and switching fabrics. The unit will systematise and further develop this knowledge of network systems in the area of cloud computing and virtualization. Students will gain a thorough understanding of cloud computing concepts such as datacentre design, network virtualization for systems and network devices. Students will also learn about the security issues that cloud deployments experience, and how these are addressed.

Important Academic Dates
Information about important academic dates including deadlines for withdrawing from units are available at https://students.mq.edu.au/important-dates

Learning Outcomes

1. Analyse different designs of network systems such as routers, switches, and hosts for design and managing large-scale networks.

2. Analyse different strategies for packet processing, classification, lookup algorithms, and
switching fabrics.
3. Understand key technologies and principles of virtualisation.
4. Competence in analysis and evaluation of network, storage, and compute technologies and designs as they apply to cloud datacenters.
5. Appreciate key issues related to security as it applies to cloud computing and other virtualised environments.
6. Understand key techniques and mechanisms in software defined networking.

Assessment Tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Weighting</th>
<th>Hurdle</th>
<th>Due</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 1</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Week 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignment 1</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Week 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignment 2</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Week 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 2</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Week 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exam</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>TBA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quiz 1
Due: **Week 7**
Weighting: **10%**

Quiz 1 is a short test (closed book) that will be based on your previously covered lecture material for weeks 1-6. The quiz questions will be handed over to you at the beginning of your Lecture class.

This Assessment Task relates to the following Learning Outcomes:
- Analyse different designs of network systems such as routers, switches, and hosts for design and managing large-scale networks.
- Analyse different strategies for packet processing, classification, lookup algorithms, and switching fabrics.

Assignment 1
Due: **Week 7**
Weighting: **15%**

Assignment 1 will apply to material taught in first six weeks of the course.

Students will analyse implementations of routers and switches in order to maximize throughput.
and minimize latency with different queuing, switching fabrics, and discard strategies in a number of different scenarios.

This Assessment Task relates to the following Learning Outcomes:

- Analyse different designs of network systems such as routers, switches, and hosts for design and managing large-scale networks.
- Analyse different strategies for packet processing, classification, lookup algorithms, and switching fabrics.

Assignment 2

Due: **Week 12**  
Weighting: **15%**

Assignment 2 will apply to material taught from week 7 onwards.

Students will leverage their knowledge of data center design and cloud computing to design or analyse a cloud based application with an emphasis on network design and security.

This Assessment Task relates to the following Learning Outcomes:

- Understand key technologies and principles of virtualisation.
- Competence in analysis and evaluation of network, storage, and compute technologies and designs as they apply to cloud datacenters.
- Appreciate key issues related to security as it applies to cloud computing and other virtualised environments.

Quiz 2

Due: **Week 13**  
Weighting: **10%**

Quiz 2 is a short test (closed book) that will be based on your previously covered lecture material for weeks 7-12. The quiz questions will be handed over to you at the beginning of your Lecture class.

This Assessment Task relates to the following Learning Outcomes:

- Understand key technologies and principles of virtualisation.
- Competence in analysis and evaluation of network, storage, and compute technologies and designs as they apply to cloud datacenters.
- Appreciate key issues related to security as it applies to cloud computing and other virtualised environments.
- Understand key techniques and mechanisms in software defined networking.
Exam

Due: TBA
Weighting: 50%
This is a hurdle assessment task (see assessment policy for more information on hurdle assessment tasks)

This is a hurdle assessment: Students must obtain at least 45% in the final exam to be eligible to pass the unit. Students obtaining between 35% and 45% in the first attempt will be automatically given a second attempt to pass the hurdle requirement.

An examination allows us to individually and securely assess student's mastery of the coursework material. The examination will be closed book and three (3) hours in length

Regarding the examination process, note that

§ you must attend all required classes and submit all required assessment, otherwise the Executive Dean of the Faculty or delegated authority has the power to refuse permission to attend the final examination

§ the University Examination period for first Half Year 2017 is from Wednesday 14th June to Friday 30th June 2017.

§ you are expected to present yourself for examination at the time and place designated in the University Examination Timetable

§ the timetable will be available in Draft form approximately eight weeks before the commencement of the examinations and in Final form approximately four weeks before the commencement of examinations

§ no early examinations for individuals or groups of students will be set. All students are expected to ensure that they are available until the end of the teaching semester, that is the final day of the official examination period

§ the only exception to not sitting an examination at the designated time is because of documented illness or unavoidable disruption. In these circumstances you may wish to consider applying for Special Consideration.

This Assessment Task relates to the following Learning Outcomes:

• Analyse different designs of network systems such as routers, switches, and hosts for design and managing large-scale networks.
• Analyse different strategies for packet processing, classification, lookup algorithms, and switching fabrics.
• Understand key technologies and principles of virtualisation.
• Competence in analysis and evaluation of network, storage, and compute technologies and designs as they apply to cloud datacenters.
• Appreciate key issues related to security as it applies to cloud computing and other
virtualised environments.

- Understand key techniques and mechanisms in software defined networking.

**Delivery and Resources**

Each week you should attend the class which is three to four hours. For details of days, times and rooms consult the timetables webpage. The first six weeks will be mainly foundational material covered in lectures and readings and discussion. The second part of the course will either consist of four hours of lectures, readings and discussion or will be two hours of lecture and two hours of practical depending on the content for the week.

Please note it is to your benefit to attend most of the classes, prepared to participate in discussions, ask and answer questions, and provide perspectives from your own background and workplaces. Resources to assist your learning Digital recordings of lectures are available as Echo360 through iLearn login. These are provided for review material and in case of missing lectures. Recordings should not be relied upon and copyrighted material may be omitted. iLearn is used for out-of-class communication as well as forums where active discussion of issues is encouraged. iLearn can be found at can be found at [http://learn.mq.edu.au](http://learn.mq.edu.au). You are encouraged to review iLearn weekly and to do background reading before each class.


These books are also useful:


**Unit Schedule**

**Lecture Schedule (Tentative)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Lecture</th>
<th>Reading</th>
<th>Practical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Unit Introduction, Review of networking and computer architecture</td>
<td>To be provided</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Policies and Procedures

Macquarie University policies and procedures are accessible from Policy Central. Students should be aware of the following policies in particular with regard to Learning and Teaching:


In addition, a number of other policies can be found in the Learning and Teaching Category of Policy Central.

Student Code of Conduct

Macquarie University students have a responsibility to be familiar with the Student Code of Conduct.
Unit guide  ITEC850 Network System Design

Conduct: https://students.mq.edu.au/support/student_conduct/

Results
Results shown in iLearn, or released directly by your Unit Convenor, are not confirmed as they are subject to final approval by the University. Once approved, final results will be sent to your student email address and will be made available in eStudent. For more information visit ask.mq.edu.au.

Disruption
If you apply for Disruption to Study for your final examination, you must make yourself available for the week of July 24 – 28, 2017. If you are not available at that time, there is no guarantee an additional examination time will be offered. Specific examination dates and times will be determined at a later date.

Second-chance hurdle examinations
Second-chance hurdle examinations will also be offered in the week of July 24 - 28. Results will be released on July 13. You will be notified shortly after that date of your eligibility for a hurdle retry and you must also make yourself available during that week to take advantage of this opportunity.

Student Support
Macquarie University provides a range of support services for students. For details, visit http://students.mq.edu.au/support/

Learning Skills
Learning Skills (mq.edu.au/learningskills) provides academic writing resources and study strategies to improve your marks and take control of your study.

- Workshops
- StudyWise
- Academic Integrity Module for Students
- Ask a Learning Adviser

Student Enquiry Service
For all student enquiries, visit Student Connect at ask.mq.edu.au

Equity Support
Students with a disability are encouraged to contact the Disability Service who can provide appropriate help with any issues that arise during their studies.

IT Help
For help with University computer systems and technology, visit http://www.mq.edu.au/about_us/offices_and_units/information_technology/help/.

https://unitguides.mq.edu.au/unit_offerings/76525/unit_guide/print
When using the University's IT, you must adhere to the Acceptable Use of IT Resources Policy. The policy applies to all who connect to the MQ network including students.

Grading

At the end of the semester, you will receive a grade that reflects your achievement in the unit

- **Fail (F)**: does not provide evidence of attainment of all learning outcomes. There is missing or partial or superficial or faulty understanding and application of the fundamental concepts in the field of study; and incomplete, confusing or lacking communication of ideas in ways that give little attention to the conventions of the discipline.

- **Pass (P)**: provides sufficient evidence of the achievement of learning outcomes. There is demonstration of understanding and application of fundamental concepts of the field of study; and communication of information and ideas adequately in terms of the conventions of the discipline. The learning attainment is considered satisfactory or adequate or competent or capable in relation to the specified outcomes.

- **Credit (Cr)**: provides evidence of learning that goes beyond replication of content knowledge or skills relevant to the learning outcomes. There is demonstration of substantial understanding of fundamental concepts in the field of study and the ability to apply these concepts in a variety of contexts; plus communication of ideas fluently and clearly in terms of the conventions of the discipline.

- **Distinction (D)**: provides evidence of integration and evaluation of critical ideas, principles and theories, distinctive insight and ability in applying relevant skills and concepts in relation to learning outcomes. There is demonstration of frequent originality in defining and analysing issues or problems and providing solutions; and the use of means of communication appropriate to the discipline and the audience.

- **High Distinction (HD)**: provides consistent evidence of deep and critical understanding in relation to the learning outcomes. There is substantial originality and insight in identifying, generating and communicating competing arguments, perspectives or problem solving approaches; critical evaluation of problems, their solutions and their implications; creativity in application.

In this unit, the final mark will be calculated by combining the marks for all assessment tasks according to the percentage weightings shown in the assessment summary. The final examination in this unit is a hurdle requirement; you must get a mark of at least 45% in the examination to pass the unit. If you get a mark between 35% and 45% in your first attempt at the final examination, you will be given a second and final attempt.
Graduate Capabilities

PG - Discipline Knowledge and Skills

Our postgraduates will be able to demonstrate a significantly enhanced depth and breadth of knowledge, scholarly understanding, and specific subject content knowledge in their chosen fields.

This graduate capability is supported by:

**Learning outcomes**

- Analyse different designs of network systems such as routers, switches, and hosts for design and managing large-scale networks.
- Analyse different strategies for packet processing, classification, lookup algorithms, and switching fabrics.
- Understand key technologies and principles of virtualisation.
- Competence in analysis and evaluation of network, storage, and compute technologies and designs as they apply to cloud datacenters.
- Appreciate key issues related to security as it applies to cloud computing and other virtualised environments.
- Understand key techniques and mechanisms in software defined networking.

**Assessment tasks**

- Quiz 1

Concretely, in order to pass the unit, you must obtain an overall total mark of 50% or higher, and a mark of 45% or higher in the final examination.

Students obtaining a higher grade than a pass in this unit will (in addition to the above)

- have a total mark of 85% or higher to obtain High Distinction;
- have a total mark of 75% or higher to obtain Distinction;
- have a total mark of 65% or higher to obtain Credit.

You are encouraged to:

- set your personal deadline earlier than the actual one;
- keep backups of all important assessed tasks;
- make sure no one else picks up your printouts.

All work submitted should be readable and well presented.

You should **never commit plagiarism** in any of your submitted work, including tutorial and practical answers.
PG - Critical, Analytical and Integrative Thinking

Our postgraduates will be capable of utilising and reflecting on prior knowledge and experience, of applying higher level critical thinking skills, and of integrating and synthesising learning and knowledge from a range of sources and environments. A characteristic of this form of thinking is the generation of new, professionally oriented knowledge through personal or group-based critique of practice and theory.

This graduate capability is supported by:

**Learning outcomes**

- Analyse different designs of network systems such as routers, switches, and hosts for design and managing large-scale networks.
- Analyse different strategies for packet processing, classification, lookup algorithms, and switching fabrics.
- Understand key technologies and principles of virtualisation.
- Competence in analysis and evaluation of network, storage, and compute technologies and designs as they apply to cloud datacenters.
- Appreciate key issues related to security as it applies to cloud computing and other virtualised environments.

**Assessment tasks**

- Quiz 1
- Assignment 1
- Assignment 2
- Quiz 2
- Exam

PG - Research and Problem Solving Capability

Our postgraduates will be capable of systematic enquiry; able to use research skills to create new knowledge that can be applied to real world issues, or contribute to a field of study or practice to enhance society. They will be capable of creative questioning, problem finding and problem solving.

This graduate capability is supported by:
Learning outcomes

• Analyse different designs of network systems such as routers, switches, and hosts for
design and managing large-scale networks.
• Analyse different strategies for packet processing, classification, lookup algorithms, and
switching fabrics.
• Competence in analysis and evaluation of network, storage, and compute technologies
and designs as they apply to cloud datacenters.
• Appreciate key issues related to security as it applies to cloud computing and other
virtualised environments.

Assessment tasks

• Quiz 1
• Assignment 1
• Assignment 2
• Quiz 2
• Exam

PG - Effective Communication

Our postgraduates will be able to communicate effectively and convey their views to different
social, cultural, and professional audiences. They will be able to use a variety of technologically
supported media to communicate with empathy using a range of written, spoken or visual
formats.

This graduate capability is supported by:

Learning outcomes

• Analyse different designs of network systems such as routers, switches, and hosts for
design and managing large-scale networks.
• Analyse different strategies for packet processing, classification, lookup algorithms, and
switching fabrics.
• Competence in analysis and evaluation of network, storage, and compute technologies
and designs as they apply to cloud datacenters.
• Appreciate key issues related to security as it applies to cloud computing and other
virtualised environments.
• Understand key techniques and mechanisms in software defined networking.

Assessment tasks

• Quiz 1
• Assignment 1
• Assignment 2
• Quiz 2
• Exam